
Activity (01)/ Choose the correct form. 

1. That Englishman was speaking so fast that I…… to understand him. 

A/ couldn't                 B/ not be able to 

C/ didn't manage      D/ didn't allow 

2. I would like ………..ride a motorbike. 

A/ to can                   B/ to be able to 

C/ being able to       D/ to could 

3. /czy bedziesz mog1…… to invite a few people to the party? 

A/ will you               B/ can you 

C/ will you allow    D/ will you be able 

4. I'm sure John is home at this hour. He working'so long. 

A/ can't be           B/ can't 

C/ couldn't          D/ can't have 

5. We /nie bedziemy mogli!................. to come to the party on Tuesday. 

A/ can't                B/ will not 

C/ won't be able  D/ won't be allowed 

6. You …………….go there at all ! I don't agree. 

A/ can                 B/ can't 

C/ are able to     D/ are allowed to 

7. She………………. be outside. /It is possible.! 

A/ is able to       B/ is allowed to 

C/ could            D/ might 

8. /czyz nie mogl!...................... find a better job? 

A/ He couldn't             B/ Couldn't he 

C/ Didn't he manage   D/ Wasn't he allowed to 

9. Please, wait a moment. I'll………….. help you a bit later. 

A/ can                  B/ might 

C/ be able to       D/ be allowed to 

10. The door was locked so I ………………..go inside. 

A/ can't                   B/ haven't been able to 

C/ wasn't able to    D/ will be able to 

11. My daughter…………. take the driving test last year. She was too young. 

A/ can't                     B/ couldn't 

C/ didn't manage     D/ wasn't allowed 

12. The people from the rear seats…….. hear you very well. Please, speak up. 

A/ are able to           B/ can 

C/ can't                    D/ aren't able 

13. It was a very tricky question but Paul …………. answer it at last. 

A/ could                B/ couldn't 

C/ was able          D/ managed to 

14. When our children grow up, we ………….enjoy some peace and quiet. 

A/ could                B/ will be able to 

C/ might               D/ will be allowed to 



Activity (02)/ Rewrite the following sentences in such a way so that they have a 

similar meaning to the first. Use the appropriate modal verbs. 

I. You can't take those old books out of the library. 

  It isn't……………………………………………. . 

2. Perhaps we will go to Mexico on holiday this year. 

  We ……………………………………………………….this year. 

3. Samantha could finally find a new job only after looking for it for several 

months. 

  Samantha……………… to find…………………………………. . 

4. I'm sure Wilkins isn't the thief. 

  Wilkins…………………………………………………… the thief. 

5. Is it possible that I ask you a personal question? 

  ......................................................................... , a personal question? 

6. Peter's parents didn't let him play out with Jonathan. 

  Peter wasn't ……………………………………………with Jonathan. 

7. Margaret still hasn't made up her mind whether to study medicine or not. 

  Margaret……………….. decide whether……………………….. . 

8. It is possible that she is hurt about what they said yesterday. 

  She.................................................... about what they said yesterday. 

9. You won 't lose weight because you eat 100 much sweets. 

You ..................................................................... ifyou ate less sweets. 

10. The boss didn't let Mary use the fax machine. 

  Mary wasn't …………………………………………the fax machine. 

Activity (03)/Use the word in bold to complete the second sentence so that it has 

a similar meaning to the first. Do not change the word given. 

1. I don't visit my grandparents very often because they live in Gda sk. 

     more 

     I……………………………………..often if they didn't live in Gda sk. 

2. I didn't have the printer fixed so I couldn't prepare the documents. 

     able 

     If I had had the printer fixed, I ………………to prepare the documents. 

3. Smoking isn't forbidden in Indian cinemas. 

    allowed 

    People ………………………………………………...in Indian cinemas. 

4. I think Belinda is possibly a lost member of the royal family. 

    may 

    Belinda……………………………………………… of the royal family. 

5. The doctor was doing his best to stop the dangerous bleeding and he finally 

succeeded. 

    managed 

    The doctor finally ……………………………….the dangerous bleeding. 

Activity (04)/ Circle the correct form. 



I. "Do not walk on the grass" - said the notice. It means you /needn '/t /mustn’t/ 

do it. 

2. I was glad that I /didn 't have to /mustn’t/ stay there any longer. 

3. What time /will/ shall/ I be back home? 

4. Have I spelt it correctly? Or /would/ should/ there be another "e"? 

5. There's some milk in the fridge, you /mustn’t/ needn ‘t/ buy it today. 

6. Small children /shouldn't/ oughtn't/ to be left alone in the house. They might 

set themselves on fire. 

7. You /don't needn'/t/ don 't have to/ turn on central heating. It's still warm. 

8. "Will you /must/ have to/ sell your motorbike?" ''I'm afraid so." 

9. What are you doing up so late? You /should/ ought / be in bed now. 

10. You /don'l have to/ mustn’t/ do that again! It was very naughty! 

Activity (05)/ Use the word in bold to complete the second sentence so that it 

has a similar meaning to the first. Do not change the word given. 

I. It isn't necessary to write the text in capital letters. /have/ 

2. Keeping pets in this building is forbidden. /must/ 

3. Is it necessary for you to leave so early? /have/ 

4. Sit down. I'm sure you're very tired. /must/ 

5. Chewing gum is not allowed during lessons. /must/ 

6. He is on holiday so he doesn't get up early. /need/ 

7. Students are not expected to wear uniforms. /have/ 

8. It is beller for you to start learning a foreign language. /ought/ 

9. You don't have to repeat the same thing over and over again. /need/ 

10. Do you want me to do the shopping for you? /shall/ 

11. It's a good idea to have a health insurance when you go on holiday. /get/ 

12. British passport holders no longer need a visa to visit the USA. /have/ 

13. I'm sure that advert for chewing gum has an enormous budget. /must/ 

14. It is essential for Mr Sims to have an operation immediately. /must/ 

15. It would be advisably for me t6 go to the gym more often. /ought/ 

 


